
AMERICAN CAR CRAFT INSTRUCTIONS 

C6 CORVETTE STAINLESS TRIBAL SKULL TAILLIGHT COVERS 
PART# 042073 patent pending 

PARTS INCLUDED: 
4-Stainless Taillight Covers 
2-Tubes of Adhesive Promoter 

VERY IMPORTANT!! PLEASE READ ENTIRE INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE BEGINNING THIS 
INSTALLATION!! 
YOUR NEW COVERS COME TO YOU WITH A PROTECTIVE LINER. DO NOT REMOVE THIS LINER UNTIL 
INSTALLATION IS COMPLETE! 

These newly designed C6 taillight grills have been designed to install directly to the C6 
taillight allowing you access to the light bulb in the event of replacement. 



1 .Thoroughly scrub clean the perimeter of all four taillights. This is a critical step to 
insure a good long term bond. Once this is done swipe the perimeter with the adhesive 
promoter tube supplied with your kit.  

2. (DO NOT SCRATCH YOUR PAINT!! you may elect to put some masking tape on your
painted surface area) set each taillight cover in place and check the overall shape. Your 
new grills come to you preformed to match your taillights however it will be necessary 
to further shape each grill by hand in order to achieve the best contoured fitment. Once 
you have shaped the grills simply peel the red release liner from the back of the grill and 
then carefully set them in place pressing firmly along the outer perimeter to set the 
bond. Go over the perimeter several times with high pressure and allow 24hrs to 
complete the bond.  

3. Remove the protective liner. NOTE: You have been supplied with five strips of ¼
chrome trim. This trim is optional. If you take a close look at the taillight lenses before 
installation you will notice an irregular perimeter gap of the factory lenses. This gap is 
almost undetectable with the factory lenses in place but after applying you new grills 
this irregularity will become more apparent. We have supplied this chrome trim to 
eliminate this gap. If you elect to use this trim, simply apply a thin bead of adhesive 
promoter supplied with the trim to the painted surface directly in front of the grills 
perimeter. Then peel the release liner from the trim and apply the trim directly to the 
paint nice and tight against the grill. Start at one side of the lens screw tab and work 
your way around to the other side and then cut the trim to fit against the tab for the 
remaining side. You have been supplied with a fifth strip in the event you may ever have 
to change a bulb. The extra trim is added for replacement. 

IMPORTANT TECH NOTE: Be sure to allow the top of the new grills to set behind the lens 
attachment screw in order to allow removal of the lens. 

https://www.carid.com/american-car-craft/
https://www.carid.com/chrome-accessories.html

